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I like this book and so does my son's violin teacher. It has great large staffs and notes. Good
diagram of the violin and bow. Her one complaint is that they justify the measures instead of
keeping them the same size. It's an editing/publishing thing, but it's not helpful to young children. It
is helpful when measures are the same size so that kids have an understanding of note lengths and
rests. The differing size of the measures can be distracting.

Excellent beginner books for the violin or viola player in their first or second year. Larry Newman
has an entire series of music books for violin, viola and cello that are all excellent for players in their
first few years. I would not consider these lesson books, but books to supplement beginner players
to learn more popular songs. For my young boys, I have the Don't Fret colored finger guide on their
1/4 and 1/2 violins. Then to help them find the correct notes, I will sometimes use a blue, yellow,
pink and green or orange highlighter to color the notes on sheet music. I know it's a learning crutch,
but it makes finding and playing the correct note faster and easier....the more positive feedback they
get in playing a correct note, the longer they stay with learning music and different musical

instruments (I hope). I also like the books because the songs are also easy enough for the beginner
player to start memorizing songs too. Between the cello, violin and viola, I think we own all of them.

Best book I have seen for really young kids. Large notes, letters inside the note heads and the
coloring book sections all work well for little ones. The layout of the measures are actually quite
good, too, because they follow the musical phrasing of the songs rather than simply printing them
uniformly as a computer might generate them. As a teacher, I found this visual layout a big plus for
students - allowing them to understand the piece in a more musical way. And, of course, kids love
all the drawings throughout the book. Don't forget to order crayons with this music book! :)

Great book for young beginners. My daughter is learning violin in the Suzuki Method. I wanted to
start helping her learn her notes and music notation. This little book is perfect. Large notes and
notations, fun pictures and clear explanations. She does a few pages each week along with learning
her Suzuki songs. She is six years old and in Book 1, and this is right at her level. I am so happy I
found this book!

My daughter, who is 5, finds this book very easy to use and practice with. The large type and
minimal items per page appeal to non-reading kids or those just learning to read. Songs are
approachable and appropriate for her age.

I use this book with my very young private violin students to help them learn how to read notes on A
and E strings, the first strings that are also used in Suzuki method. It also has easy songs that they
all know by ear as well, so they can play a game of song discovery as they read through the music.
Plus, the bonus coloring is really fun, it keeps them picking up the book which reminds them of
picking up their instrument to play. Great segue into the Violin Fun book which teaches reading on
the other strings.

Quite a few songs using open strings E and A- boring sounding of course but my 4 year old thinks
the names of the songs are fun and he is excited that there are so many songs that he can play.
Simple theory pages with coloring- notes and rhythm, and lots of coloring pages. Unfortunately he
will only be using about a third of the book, at first at least, because his violin teacher teaches a
different finger position first. It's pretty expensive for a little kids' workbook but the paper is a thick
quality and the printing is clear and dark.

Got this for my 5 year old..she has progressed very well with this book, only thing I wish it had was
more in detail explanation on the notes and how to actually read them as well. They should come
out with a lecture book as well.
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